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TRUCKS is a professional diagnostic tool for
workshops. TRUCKS has an extensive database with
excellent coverage for light and heavy commercial
vehicles, trailers and buses.
TRUCKS is a highly efficient diagnostic tool for the workshop

USER FRIENDLY
TRUCKS: so easy, you don´t even need
a manual.

FAST AND RELIABLE
With TRUCKS you perform a high
quality service for more vehicles in
less time.

with functionalities such as Intelligent System Identification
(ISI) and Intelligent System Scan (ISS). With features like
setting of parameters, configurations, adjustments and
calibrations, you can perform diagnostics on many vehicles
in a short time.
TRUCKS has many advantages like fast and reliable
diagnostics, user friendly software, quick installation and is
easy to update.
AUTOCOM TRUCKS is used by many satisfied customers
like workshop technicians, vehicle fleet owners, vehicle
inspection companies, roadside assistance organizations,
police, military and schools.

ORIGINAL DATA
With Original Data from vehicle
manufacturers you can rely on the
diagnosis.

EXTENSIVE DATABASE
TRUCKS database has a great
coverage for the vehicle brands on the
market.

AUTOCOM TRUCKS & CDP+
In order to use TRUCKS you need a vehicle communication interface
(VCI). Our latest VCI is called CDP+. You buy TRUCKS and CDP+ in a
product kit which includes user license (1 year), cable bundle and
a case. We offer a life time warranty as long as you have a valid
license.

TRUCKS
TRUCKS software allows you to perform diagnostics on trucks, buses, vans and trailers. With
ability to read and erase fault codes, set parameters and configurations, make adjustments
and calibrations. TRUCKS comes with a 1 year
user license with regular updates.

AUTOCOM TRUCKS software

INTELLIGENT
SYSTEM
IDENTIFICATION
Automatically identifies the correct
vehicle system for diagnostics.

INTELLIGENT
SYSTEM
SCAN
Scans through all the vehicle
systems.

Original Data from the vehicle
manufacturers.

CDP+
The TRUCKS software works together with the
vehicle communications interface CDP+. This is a
truly universal tool which covers all communication standards and protocols necessary to communicate with all types of vehicles. Together with
our selection of adapter cables diagnostics on
older vehicles and vehicles using proprietary connectors is as easy as it should be. CDP+ is your key
to vehicle intelligence.
FLIGHT RECORDER
MULTI COLOUR INDICATOR
CONNECTOR WITH LED
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Also compatible with:

CARS

GENERIC
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